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✔■Mania and risk

"The combination of feedback loops and irrational exuberance, where newfound expectations and enthusiasm, encourages

investors to bid up and rationalize extraordinary growth in asset prices.

By contrast, during periods of fear and pessimism, many face difficulties with identifying potential future value beyond the

immediate-term.

An understanding of where attitudes to risk sits within the current investor psychology cycle can be a useful knowledge

advantage.

Markets may misprice assets on a risk-adjusted basis as society swings along the pendulum of psychology.

Marks believes that the biggest source of investment risk is when investors believe that there are no risks at all.

✔■Contrarianism

It is helpful to consider the extent to which optimism or pessimism is incorporated into current asset prices. Skepticism is

needed when mass optimism or pessimism is in excess. Contrarianism at the right moments is an important ingredient for

successful investing

The rational, analytical and unemotional investor that finds balance between defensiveness and aggressiveness, particularly

during periods of mania, is more likely to find success."



My 2 cents - For individual investors, it's a futile effort to predict the Macro but there's a lot we can glean from what is

already happening in the Mkts, and how we can posture our Portfolio for offense/defense (on the edges), especially when

there's excessive fear/froth in Mkt

Inability to predict the Macro shouldn't stop us from learning more about Business, Credit & Economic cycles and being

aware that they can affect Markets in both directions, and impacting the discount/premiums to the Valuations of Companies

(far away from their intrinsic values).
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